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Brands being active in/part of culture is about 

relevancy.

Technology is about how brands are being 

relevant in culture, driving experiences.
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Purpose is only one of the ways brands seek 

relevancy in culture.



What is Culture?

Not simply expressions of popular 
culture such as music, books and the 

arts.

But the environments we inhabit, the 
rituals that shape our lives, the 

information we search for, the beliefs 
we have, and the ideas we share.



Why Does Culture Matter? 

Culture is at the heart of our 
relationships with friends, family, God, 

and with the institutions that protect our 
way of life.

Culture shapes our identity.

Culture is an ingredient in every object 
we make and buy.

Culture informs every significant decision 
we make in our lives.

Culture is the operating system for the 
way we live. 

Culture envelopes us and the brands we 
use.



HOW WE AS HUMANS THINK OF CULTURE IN 
OUR DAILY LIVES
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Brands With The Biggest Culture Muscles

Some brands on our Top 10 List are not surprising (Apple, Starbucks, Microsoft, Amazon), 
as their cultural resonance comes more from them driving culture.

Yet there are others (Amy’s, Kashi) who have done a good job of leveraging culture.



WHERE AND HOW DO YOU PLAY?
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